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EDITORIAL NOTE 

TEAM LEXKHOJ is delighted to announce its second edition of the criminal law journal. 

Lexkhoj International Journal of Criminal Law is a Peer-Reviewed Quarterly Research Journal. 

Our purpose is to provide a journal that offers a multi-disciplinary analysis of issues 

concerning Criminal Law. The journal will strive to combine academic excellence with 

professional relevance and a practical focus by publishing wide varieties of research papers, 

insightful reviews, essays and articles by students, established scholars and professionals as well 

as by both domestic and international authors. 

“An act is not guilty unless the mental state with which it is done is also guilty”. The crime is the 

combination of both Actus reus and Mens rea, and is a single unity. We live in a modern society 

which is subject to major changes that stem from, for instance, internationalization and 

technological development. In many aspects these changes also represent societal challenges that 

demand a rethinking of legal solutions. Our increased connectivity through internet has created 

new opportunities for criminals. Now the crime is not limited to the traditional ways. 

This quarterly issue of the journal would like to encourage and welcome more and more writers 

to get their work published. The papers will be selected by our editors who would rely upon the 

vibrant skills and knowledge immersed in the paper.  

Needless to say, any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or collaboratively, are 

much appreciated and will make a substantial contribution to the early development and success 

of the journal. Best wishes and thank you in advance for your contribution to the Lexkhoj 

international journal of criminal law. 
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‘#YAKUBHANGING’: THE MELODRAMA OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF 

A TERRORIST 

*Rishabh Bhojwani & Annesha Das 

 Symbiosis Law school, Pune 

 

Even as the execution of the psychological militant sentenced for the Mumbai blasts of 1993, 

YakubMemon, occurred in July, 2015, the nozzles of saccharine ethical quality were completely 

opened. A few sound nibbles, supposition segments and publications showed up in the Indian 

media denouncing the foundation of capital punishment, particularly on account of 

YakubMemon, who as indicated by the Indian media, had returned to India and had purportedly 

hit an arrangement with the Central Bureau of Investigation (hereinafter said as 'CBI') to give 

insider data of the 1993 Bombay Bomb Blast.
1
 While, some scrutinized the legal procedure and a 

couple even raised questions about law requirement methodology in the nation. The last two 

classifications are of less concern and have easier arrangements by means of renewal, clarity, 

straightforwardness and governing rules. The act of state-authorized executions, nonetheless, 

needs the periodic support. The question that emerges in the "#Yakubhanging" is that, for the 

assurance of the Human privileges of an indicted psychological militant ouster the believability 

of the Indian legal. For the avoidance of any expectant infringement of human privileges of 

YakubMemon, should he have gotten such a variety of odds of forgiveness that his appeal to was 

heard numerous times by the Apex Court that, the Supreme Court of India needed to work 

overnight till 05:30 A.M., so that a honest individual named as a "fear monger" by the Indian 

Judiciary is wrongfully hanged till death.  

In India, capital punishment is saved for "the rarest of rarest" cases.
2
 A wrongdoing of energy, or 

even a straightforward, pre-thought kill, does not meet all requirements for capital punishment 

under the Indian law. This builds up an elevated expectation which the denounced may break just 

by unnecessary mercilessness in their wrongdoings, various checks of infraction, or the sheer 

                                                           
1
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/we-induced-yakub-memon-to-return-to-india-former-cbi-official-1201420 

2
Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab, AIR 1980 SC 898, 1980 CriLJ 636, 1982 (1) SCALE 713, (1980) 2 SCC 684, 

SarwansinghV.State of Punjab, 1991 AIR 1463, 1991 SCR (2) 711, Balram Singh V. State of Punjab, AIR 2003 SC 

2213: (2003) 11 SCC 286 
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greatness of the deed. Basically, Indian law is discussing perverted people, serial executioners, 

and fear based oppressors.  

The aftereffect of this stringent strategy is that the greater part of cases in which there might be 

some uncertainty about blame notwithstanding the trial and bids process are sifted through. To 

take only the latest cases, paying little heed to anybody's perspective of capital punishment, 

nobody genuinely questions the blame of either YakubMemon or AjmalKasab.
3
 The constrained 

extent of capital punishment, along these lines, makes it pretentious to contrast the murder rate 

with the quantity of executions to contend that there is no connection.  

On the other side, the individuals who contend for the obstruction impacts of capital punishment 

are additionally similarly wrong - the vast majority who are considered for capital punishment 

are included in such appalling exercises that the spotless and quick demise offered by the state 

may really be viewed as a relief for the individuals who are sentenced to the hangman's tree.  

A thorough choice strategy for judges, a straightforward and fast trial and bids prepare for the 

blamed, strict evidentiary models for law authorization, and very much characterized laws can 

decrease the inclination and assertion of the legal framework as much as is humanly conceivable. 

The few levels of the legal framework which takes into consideration rehashed claims give the 

blamed various chances to address issues for flawed insight or legal indecency. YakubMemon 

was the primary individual in the historical backdrop of the Constitution of India, post 1950, that 

got an opportunity to document a record 9 number of times offer and leniency request of before 

the President in toto.
4
 

In an admission appeared on Indian TV, he talked about how Pakistani operators - apparently 

from the Inter Services Intelligence office - had planned with the Karachi-based Dawood 

Ibrahim and his partners to prepare the backstabbers, a large portion of whom fled to Pakistan 

after the impacts.  

At the point when the Supreme Court of India had rejected the request of documented by 

YakubMemon for the seventh time under the steady gaze of the Supreme Court of India, 

                                                           
3
Mohd. AbulAjmalKasab v. Union of India,  (2012) 9 SCC 1 

4
Yakub Abdul RazakMemon v. Union of India, CRL No. 135 of 2015 (Supreme Court) 
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different legal advisors, government officials and different renowned identities were vigorously 

shielding YakubMemon's hanging. Such individuals sit in their rich Air adapted workplaces and 

compose articles looking for pardon for YakubMemon. Psychological oppressor are such 

parasites of a civilsed society, who are a part of the general public, however demolish it for the 

sake of religion. Psychological militant are such individuals who don't think for a moment before 

executing anybody, and the implementation organizations like Police need to consider every one 

of the repercussions like "human rights", "due process" and "fake experience" before they 

murder the fear monger before them and spare themselves the honest individuals around me.  

To shield this criminal, huge numbers of contentions have been advanced by what are currently 

called "Adarsh Liberals" in our general public. Unexpectedly, nobody has argued that he is 

blameless. The circumstance is with the end goal that Indians must be appreciative to our 

"Intellectual elite" for such little benevolent actions.  

However, one regular theory set forward by numerous is that YakubMemon surrendered to the 

Indian powers, and afterward collaborated with the examinations. The fact of the matter is absent 

to Intelligentsia. Late Mr. B Raman, one of India's finest knowledge officers composed this in 

his Article that YakubMemon had come to Nepal and captured on doubt, recognized and quickly 

moved to India.
5
 

The contention of the general population voicing their perspectives is that 'we are against capital 

punishment. The question that goes to our psyches is that, Did it take the similarity of the Death 

sentence by the Supreme Court of India to awaken the draining heart activists?  

The way that steady postponement in the conclusion of the choice of Death punishment prompts 

to a discipline which is a great deal more graver than the discipline of being sent to the 

hangman's tree. The same has been perceived by the Supreme Court of India on account of 

Shatrughan Chauhan v. Union of India.
6
 In any case, in YakubMemon's case, he had 

documented 9 requests in the Supreme Court of India and leniency supplications to the President. 

Also, some of our "intellectual elite" has been crying that "due procedures of law" have not been 

                                                           
5
http://www.rediff.com/news/column/exclusive-b-ramans-unpublished-2007-article-why-yakub-memon-must-not-

be-hanged/20150723.htm 
6
Shatrughan Chauhan v. Union of India, (2014) 3 SCC 1 

http://www.rediff.com/news/column/exclusive-b-ramans-unpublished-2007-article-why-yakub-memon-must-not-be-hanged/20150723.htm
http://www.rediff.com/news/column/exclusive-b-ramans-unpublished-2007-article-why-yakub-memon-must-not-be-hanged/20150723.htm
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followed for this situation. It is a disgrace that a case which is going for 2 decades, which has 

been bantered at numerous levels of the legal, even at the most elevated amount, is still subjected 

to investigation by mis-educated, half-read, cretins sitting in AC lodges and perusing 

commentaries. The question that such individuals should ask themselves is that, is YakubMemon 

legitimate to argue for benevolence before the Indian Judicial System in light of his Human 

rights, as asserted by him.  

The question that strikes our psyche is that on the off chance that you did have an issue with the 

procedure, why did you not bring your voice up in 2013 when he was sentenced to death? Why 

now when his demise is up and coming? Are these postponing strategies? Where do your 

loyalties lie dear "Intellectuals"?  

Lastly there are some express villains who have given this whole thing a political, common and 

even castist shading. By what method would one be able to gathering whichever it might be, be 

considered in charge of a Supreme Court decision, which has taken 2 decades and amid which 

time different political gatherings have battled in courts against YakubMemon?  

Breaking down the YakubMemon's case as per realities said on account of Yakub Abdul Aziz 

Memon v. Union of India, 2015,
7
Yakub, one of the six children of Abdul RazzakMemon, was the 

most profoundly taught in the Memon family. He considered from a presumed English medium 

school, gained a B.Com degree and after that qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1990.  

Yakub's bookkeeping firm was in charge of keeping up the accounts of Tiger Memon's illicit 

operations, which included lucrative silver sneaking. Yakub organized fund for the whole 1993 

dread operation and dealt with the payment of the cash through co-charged Mulchand Shah, from 

a firm claimed by AyubMemon.  

Not just that, he masterminded the air tickets for the 15 young people who were sent for arms 

and ammo preparing to Pakistan. He likewise made game plans for their cabin and purchased 

engine vehicles which were utilized while planting explosives. He had illicit ownership of 

explosives with a solid expectation to assault and wreck lives.  

                                                           
7
Yakub Abdul RazakMemon v. union of India, CRL No. 135 of 2015 (Supreme Court) 
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Regardless of these truths do despite everything we have to begin organizing a fear monger and 

civil argument whether it's reasonable or out of line to hang him? Because so thus individuals did 

not get hanged for their violations, does it mean all psychological oppressors and lawbreakers 

ought to be saved? Not a chance. Likewise, He was hanged in light of the fact that he was a fear 

monger, and not on account of his religion.  

YakubMemon's only interviewed that took place ever,  he had given on seventeenth August, 

1994 to Headlines Today was not unsurprising towards his own specific declarations where he 

affirms that he was being a patriot towards his country, India. As demonstrated by his type of the 

story, he was constrained to cut down his throat all the luxury that was being given to him by the 

Pakistani Government for him being the kin of Tiger Memon. A man, who lived off the Pakistani 

Government and on the luxuries provided for him, appealed to for various solicitations that he is 

not reprehensible and he was being summoned for being Tiger Memon's kin stand totally failed. 

A man who is one of the co-connivers in the killing of 257 people and hurting 713 people and 

hurting properties worth 27 Crores in 1994, may on great grounds not ask for a generosity for the 

shows he had done just for the requital of burring down of Tiger Memon's office in January, 

1993. No one can murder and damage such an assortment of people for the sole reason of a 

reprisal of an individual retaliation that the Memon family expected to take against an 

unassuming pack Hindu's who burnt the working environment of the secretly run organization in 

the Bombay swarms of 1993.
8
 

Thus, to conclude, the "#Yakubhanging" scene has demonstrated the blemishes in the attitude of 

the Indians, where the general population address the legal for naming a blamed individual 

sentenced just on the premise of infringement of human privileges of the concerned individual, 

however what such "intellectual elite"
9
 individuals neglect to acknowledge is the most key 

question for a situation identifying with a fear based oppressor action that killed 257 individuals 

and harmed more than 700 individuals is, Do the charged human right infringement of a solitary 

psychological militant ouster the Fundamental Right of Right to life revered under Article 21 of 

the Constitution of India, of the casualties who lost their lives in the assault. Regularly the media 

                                                           
8
Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwyfqeTJJAo 

9
https://www.quora.com/Should-Yakub-Memon-be-hanged-Why-or-why-not, www.epw.in/commentary/why-

yakub-memon-should-not-be-hanged.html, www.thehindu.com › Opinion › Editorial 

https://www.quora.com/Should-Yakub-Memon-be-hanged-Why-or-why-not
http://www.epw.in/commentary/why-yakub-memon-should-not-be-hanged.html
http://www.epw.in/commentary/why-yakub-memon-should-not-be-hanged.html
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addresses the implementation organizations like the Police office over a period growing up to 2 

decades for human right infringement of YakubMemon, yet the question that still isn't got 

notification from such mouth pieces is that What about the Human Rights of the general 

population who lost their lives in such assaults? Did they not have such Human rights that 

YakubMemon, a fear monger, named by the Supreme Court India, has been arguing while he 

petitioned for rehashed petitions under the watchful eye of the Apex Court for leniency? 

   

 


